FISMA Compliance Services
The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) is a federal law designed to enhance the
cybersecurity posture of government agencies and supporting agencies. That includes federal agencies,
departments, and subcontractors. Meeting FISMA requirements is critical for third-party vendors and
contractors to keep doing business with the federal government. Ensuring FISMA compliance future-proofs
your status as a contractor.
Subcontractors and vendors must provide proof of FISMA compliance via an annual assessment. Moreover,
many non-governmental agencies and contractors implement FISMA because of the high levels of security
and data security that it provides. Since you’ll need to work directly with regulatory agencies throughout the
FISMA compliance process, you’ll want to partner with experienced cybersecurity and compliance experts
like those at RSI Security.

Audit Preparation

Tech Integration

You’ll work closely with an RSI Security expert to
help prepare for your annual FISMA assessment.
We’ll provide a customized audit preparation plan
that you’ll execute alongside a FISMA expert
to prevent any unexpected surprises during
your annual assessment. RSI Security’s FISMA
preparation services help your pass your audit
with flying colors.

Whether you operate in the cloud or on-premise,
RSI Security’s technical expertise will help
integrate any tools and software necessary for
FISMA compliance. FISMA puts forth specific
requirements in the area of security controls,
making the proper use of tools such as firewalls,
malware detection, and threat monitoring
software a can’t skip step in FISMA compliance.

Security Assessment

Penetration Testing

Maintaining FISMA compliance is more than just
satisfying auditors. It’s part of a comprehensive
approach to continuously improving your overall
cybersecurity posture. Our experts will provide
a full assessment of your cybersecurity posture
and internal cyber hygiene practices to get you
FISMA compliant and maintain the integrity of
your data and systems,

FISMA mandates continuous monitoring
of cyber threats for organizations to be
compliant. RSI Security provides costeffective penetration testing both as
preparation for your audit and as a part
of year-round monitoring and compliance
efforts. Our penetration testing services will
spot weak points in your systems and help
shore them up pre and post FISMA audit.
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The RSI Security Difference
Personalization
RSI Security takes a personalized, hands-on approach to each and every client. Our approach to FISMA
compliance is to get all of our clients certified in record time, with minimal stress, at an affordable cost basis.

Systemization
Our FISMA compliance and cybersecurity experts have in-depth knowledge of each level of FISMA compliance
and can help operationalize FISMA security control requirements within your organization.

Expertise
Finally, RSI Security has years of experience and expertise working with government bodies, agencies, and
bureaus of all shapes and sizes. No matter where you’re doing business with the federal government, RSI
Security can help you reach FISMA compliance quickly and painlessly.

About RSI Security
RSI Security is one of the nation’s premier information security and compliance providers dedicated to helping
organizations achieve risk-management success. We work with some of the world’s leading companies,
institutions and governments to ensure the safety of their information and their compliance with the applicable
regulations.
We also are a security and compliance software ISV and stay at the forefront of innovative tools to save
assessment time, increase compliance, and provide additional safeguard assurance. With a unique blend of
software-based automation and managed services, RSI can assist all sizes of organizations in managing IT
governance, risk management and compliance efforts (GRC).
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